[Indications and optimal terms of liver transplantation in chronic diffuse hepatic disease].
Patients with chronic diffuse hepatic disease (CDHD) take a great part in structure of morbidity of adult population. Problem of treatment of patients with hepatic cirrhosis (HC) is still very important. Main contingent of these patients who need hepar transplantation consists from HC patients with various ethiology, cholestatic diseases, inborn metabolism disturbances and hepatic tumors. At present in the world there is a tendency to early performing of operation while decompensation of other organs and systems still do not exist. When there is diagnosis of inborn metabolism disturbance indication to ortotopic transplantation of hepar (OTH) are put at the same time with verification of diagnosis. In case of HC urgency of OTH depends on stage of disease (system assessment of severity of hepatic insufficiency by 'hild-Pugh, MELD), response of patients on therapy and frequency of hospitalizing. Performance of OTH makes possible to prolongate of patients' life and significantly improve its quality.